
 

 

 

 

 

 Egg Drop Challenge: [Focus: English language practise, 

group collaboration, creative thinking, creative design work, 

and fun.]  In teams, students are given a limited selection of 

materials and they have to work closely together to design 

and build a special ‘cage’ to protect a raw egg when it is 

dropped from a height. Students are awarded points for 

both the quality of their design and its appearance. 

 

 Canterbury Scavenger Hunt:  [Focus: English language   

practise, group collaboration, fun, critical thinking, exercise.] 

This is a team challenge activity in which students try to find 

places in Canterbury by asking people in the street to help 

them. The team that finds the most places in the time      

allowed is the winner!  This activity practises both their 

speaking and listening skills and gives them the opportunity 

to use their English in an authentic situation.  

 

 Team Challenge Afternoon: [Focus: English language       

practise, group collaboration, fun, critical thinking, exercise.]  

In their classes, students compete against each other in    

various team challenges.  We involve all different groups in 

this activity to give it a truly international feel. Activities  

include the hoop challenge, countries A-Z, jigsaw making 

race, crossword race and spot the difference. The winning 

class overall receives a prize!  

 

 Nature Trails: [Focus: English language practise, group    

collaboration, critical thinking, exercise.] Students enjoy  

finding places and objects, talking with people to answer    

questions or doing photography nature trail adventures. It’s 

a great way for students to work together and also           

experience the history, art and nature of Canterbury and 

other cities and towns as well as the university campus  

nearby. 

 

 African Drums: [Focus: English language practise, group 

collaboration, musical instruction.] Students are put into one 

larger group and a professional African drum teacher   teach-

es the basics of African drumming in an interactive, fun and 

exciting way. Students will walk away from the activity hav-

ing a very good basis of African drumming knowledge. THE 

HIGHEST RATED STUDENT ACTIVITY! 

 

 Create a Sports Game: [Focus: English language practise, 

group collaboration, creative thinking, exercise, critical  

thinking.] Students are put into mixed language teams and 

given a few unrelated sports items such as a Frisbee, base-

ball and a tennis ball and asked with their team to    create a 

new sports game using these items. They must give the 

game a name and create all the rules to show how it is 

played and how you win.  
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 Fashion Show: [Focus: English language practise, group    

collaboration, creative thinking, creative arts work.] Students 

are put into mixed language teams and asked to create a 

fashion company. They must design and create an outfit 

from a mix of things such as: new (clean) trash bags,      

wrapping paper, bubble wrap, scraps of fabric, ribbon, tape, 

coloured paper, balloons, etc. In the last 15 minutes of the 

activity the models walk the runway to their chosen music 

and we have a proper fashion show.  

 

 Charades/Pictionary Quick Guess Game: [Focus: English 

language practise, group collaboration, creative thinking, 

and fun.] Students are put into mixed language teams and  

asked to mime with the traditional charades or Pictionary 

(drawing the word) rules, words of differing difficulty. At the 

end of the designated time limit the team with the most 

words guessed correctly wins. It is fast passed and involves a 

lot of English speaking and listening skills  

 

 Drama Lessons [Focus: English language practise, group 

collaboration, creative thinking, fun, critical thinking.]       

Students are put into mixed language teams and a theatre 

professional will conduct different workshops. These include  

playwriting, movement, acting and general play creation. 

This ends with a performance of the students’ created works 

for the other teams.  

 

 Magic [Focus: English language practise, group                  

collaboration, magic skills, fun, critical and creative thinking.] 

Students are put into one large group and a professional 

magician and teacher demonstrates several magic tricks. The 

students learn as they perform magic and work in teams to 

create their own magic show performances. Interactive,  

exciting fun and a huge favourite of the students.  

 

 Salsa, Barn & Cultural Dance Lessons [Focus: English       

language practise, group collaboration, fun, exercise.]      

Students learn new dances and work together, enjoying a 

cultural exchange of ideas.  Students will also create new 

dance routines in unique styles encouraging communication 

between student groups and across nationalities.  

 

 Circle Games [Focus: English language practise, group     

collaboration fun, quick thinking.] Students are placed into 

mixed language teams (students from different countries 

working together) to play games such as: The Alphabet 

Game, Musical Chairs, Simon Says, The Vicar’s Cat, Fruit 

Bowl, Bibbity/Bibbity/Bop, ABC Basketball, Action Syllables, 

Animal Guessing Game, Bob the Weasel, Buzz, Catch/Don't 

Catch, etc.  
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